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Nanotechnology: promises and challenges for tomorrow*
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Nanotechnology is based on the ability to create and utilize materials, devices and
systems through control of the matter at the nanometer scale. If successful, nanotechnology
is expected to lead to broad new technological developments. The efficiency of energy
conversion can be increased through the use of nanostructured materials with enhanced
magnetic, light emission or wear resistant properties. Energy generation using
nanostructured photovoltatics or nanocluster driven photocatalysis could fundamentally
change the economic viability of renewable energy sources. In addition, the ability to imitate
molecular processes found in living organisms may be key to developing highly sensitive
and discriminating chemical and biological sensors. Such sensors could greatly expand the
range of medical home testing as well as provide new technologies to counter the spread of
chemical and biological weapons. Even the production of chemicals and materials could be
revolutionized through the development of molecular reactors that can promote low energy
chemical pathways for materials synthesis.

Although nanotechnologies hold great promise, significant scientific challenges must
be addressed before we can convert that promise into a reality. A key challenge in
nanoscience is to understand how nano-scale tailoring of materials can lead to novel and
enhanced functions. Our laboratory, for example, is currently making broad contributions in
this area by synthesizing and exploring nanomaterials ranging from layered structures for
electronics/photonics to novel nanocrystalline catalysts. We are even adapting functions
from biological molecules to synthesize new forms of nanostructured materials.

New light emitting materials are made possible by nanostructuring semiconducting
materials. The Vefical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) developed at our
laboratories uses layered quantum well structures to produce highly efficient, low power
light sources. Key to achieving high efficiency and optical control is the quantum
confinement that results from designing and building materials with chemically distinct
layers that are on the order of lonm thick.
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Three-dimensional nanomaterials offer new opportunities for tailoring optical,
magnetic and chemical properties of materials. Our laboratory has developed unique
chemical synthesis approaches that allow one to produce highly uniform nanoclusters of
metals, oxides, and semiconductors. In this new class of nanocluster materials, size becomes
a variable that can be used to “tune” properties. Quantum confinement can be used to tune
the optical properties of nanoclusters. In addition, we have shown that the nanoscale effects
can be used to control the chemical properties of these materials[ 1]. We are currently
developing MoS2nanocrystals to photocatalyze the oxidation of alkyl chloride
environmental contaminants. Our studies show that 3nm diameter crystals promote photo-
oxidation using only visible room light.

Borrowing from the biological toolbox, we are synthesizing new metal/oxide
nanocomposites by incorporating tin-porphyrin electron-transfer mediators into mesoporous
silica structures. Porphyrins are important bio-molecules used to carry out various reactions
in living organisms. We have found that these same bio-molecules are capable of reducing
metal salts from solution to form metal particles as small as 3-4nm in diameter. Light
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activation of the porphyrin chemistry allows us to lithographically control the formation of
these unique nanomaterials.

Our examples thus far have focused on the nanomaterial themselves. In many cases,
the development of nanoscience and technology is needed to enable the performance of
larger scale devices. For example; silicon-based micromachines show great promise for
applications including navigation, communications, and inertial and chemical sensing. A key
challenge for micro-scale technology is to develop the ability to reduce or eliminate
adhesion and wear. Just as macroscale devices utilize microscale lubricants and coatings, the
development of microscale devices demands nanoscale solutions. We are exploring the
application of single-layer molecular coatings that dramatically reduce interracial adhesion
and improve the mechanical performance of MEMS devices. The early success in this area
opens many new questions concerning the mechanical and chemical stability of nanoscale
surface treatments.

In many ways, the successful development of nanotechnology will hinge on our
ability to characterize materials and their properties at the nanoscale. Scanning Probe
Microscopes (SPM) and Electron Microscope Characterization instruments provide unique
capabilities for diagnosing- nano-scale materials and processes. This rapidly developing area
of instrumentation is providing atomic-level microcopies, advanced spectroscopes, and
real-time monitors of molecular processes. We are making substantial contributions to this
growing field with developments such as the Atom Tracking Microscope, the Interracial
Force Microscope, and the use of high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
with energy filtered imaging and multivariate statistical analysis (MSA) of spectrum images
from energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry. The Atom Tracking Microscope[Z] allows us
visualize the actual motion of atoms and molecules to better understand the dynamics and
stability of nanostructures. The Interracial Force Microscope[3] is providing new
capabilities to probe the mechanical chemical, optical and magnetic properties of nanoscale
materials. Electron Microscope characterization provides information on the structure, both
morphology and crystallography, and compositional information either through point-by-
point analysis or full spectrum images with state of the art mass spec analysis. Of course,
high-end computing must be used as an equal partner with experiment if we hope to advance
nanoscience and technology in a timely and cost-effective manner. Here, advances both in
machine speed and new algorithm development are allowing us to simulate and predict
complex material behavior.

The promise of nanotechnology is generating a worldwide rush of excitement. New
characterization and imaging tools that allow us to observe and manipulate the nanoscale
world are responsible for much of this enthusiasm. It is clear as we look to the future that the
transformation of nanoscience into revolutionary new technologies will rely on continued
breakthroughs and developments in this area.
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CO-SIMULATION TOOL

The co-simulation tool solves the electrostatic field domain and the structural domain

separately. A simple relaxation algorithm [1] is used to ensure a self-consistent

electromechanical analysis. Finite element methods are used for both the electrostatic and

structural domains. Coupling is achieved by forces computed using the Mamvell Stress Tensor

technique. Forces are passed from the electrostatic mesh to the structural nodes. The algorithm

requires node-to-node compatibility betsveen the electrostatic mesh and the structural mesh. The

electrostatic domain can consist of second order h-elements or p-adaptive elements. The

structural domain may consist of first or second order elements. iMonitonng the change in store

energy in the electrostatic domain as well as the change in the maximum structural displacement

regulates convergence. All linear ,and non-linear structural finite element methods a~ailable in

the .\XSYS program may be employed in a co-simulation problem.

MESH MORPHING ALGORITHM

After each iteration of the co-simulation tool, it is necessary to adjust the electrostatic field

finite element mesh. This was accomplished by developing a mesh morplzing tool that

automatically updates the electrostatic mesh based on the current structural displacements. This

is done by either (1) keeping the original element connectivity and adjusting the node locations

w-ithin the electrostatic domain, or (2) forming a completely new mesh within the electrostatic

region ~~hile maintaining the boundary between structural and electrostatic domains.

In the first approach, a combination of smoothing techniques are used to adjust node

locations. Laplacian smoothing [2] is a technique commonly used for improving finite element

meshes by iteratively adjusting node locations to the centroid of their surrounding nodes. The

surrounding nodes are typically defined by those comected by a finite element edge. For this

application, the Laplacian smoothing proved to be not as effective, tending to bunch elements

around the structural deformations. A modified area.kolume based smoothing technique was

employed which adjusts node locations based on the centroid of the adj scent elements. For

example, For node P at location P., its smoothed location is defined as:



.

px = i=l

n (1)

\vhere Ci is the centroid of element i adjacent P, and }Viis the area or volume of element i. The

total number of elements adjacent to P is gi~en by IZ. For nodes on the bounda~. the above

definition may be used, but a subsequent projection to the associated cume or surface is

necessary. After first appl>ing the structural displacements to the nodes on the boundary of the

electrostatic domain, hvo or three iterations of equation (1) can be applied to all nodes of the

electrostatic mesh w-ithin proximity of the deformation.
\

Although in most cases equation (1) \;”ill impro~e the surrounding elements. there is no
4

guarantee that the resuIting elements ;vill be optimal or, on occasions. e~.en better than a previous

iteration. To ensure that elements are impro~ed, equation ( 1) is only applied if the minimum

quality, (&., of any element adjacent P, improves. Q can be any \alid shape measure for finite

elements. such as Jacobian ratio. For efficiency, the radius ratio, for tetrahedral elements, given

by 3r/R, w-here r is the inscribed sphere radius and R is the circumscribed sphere radius, is used.

Reference [3] presents a closed form expression of the metric in terms of the tetrahedron’s node

locations. Other distortion metrics [4,5] may be employed based on the shape of the elements or

application for which the morphing technique \vill be applied.

With the above constraint placed on the smoothing algorithm, the overalI quality of the

elements is guaranteed not to degenerate from one smoothing iteration to the next. It does not.

however, guarantee that it will improve. For cases where structural displacements result in

regions of \’ery poor element quality, an optimization technique is employed. A steepest descent,

iterative approach is used to move P in a gradient direction to increase Ql,li. as much as possible.

Details of combined Laplacian/Optimization based techniques can be found in [4,6]. Since

optimization-based smoothing is more time consuming than equation (1), it is only invoked

where element quality, Q711i.,is sufficiently small.

Depending on the ma=gitude of the structural displacements, it can also be beneficial to

increment ally apply the structural displacements to the electrostatic nodes on the boundary.

With larger displacements, the electrostatic elements can become inverted, resulting in failure of
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the smoothing algorithm. To accommodate this, the displacement factor, d is computed as

e.l#2d,,lti where e,.,n is the smallest element edge length in the region of displacement and d,,,a, is

the mawmitude of the largest displacement. Before each set

of the structural nodes, Sj, at increment~”, can be given as

Sj=si+a(sj-sj)

\vhere S1 is the structural node location before appl}-ing

of smoothing iterations, the location

(~)

displacements, and S{ is the final

displacement location. The number of increments, IY, is then given as d,,,m#d \Vith the location

of the structural nodes set, the smoothing can then be applied, generally \vith a hi~gher success

rate than had the final displacement, Sf, been used directly.
$

The second approach used ~ the mesh morphing tool is to completel> remesh the

electrostatic region. This altemati~e is used uhen the computed number of increments. :V,

becomes \ery large. In these cases, the structural displacements are g-eat enough that the

smoothing technique becomes ineffective or very inefficient. Remeshing is aiso employed if

during the incremental smoothing operation, the distortion metric, Q, of the elements falI belo~v a

threshold value. To effect the remeshing operation, the internal elements are first deleted leaving

only the boundary. In two-dimensions this is a polygonal boundary defined by the outermost

finite element edges. In three-dimensions, a set of surface facets remains. The boundary is then

sent to an appropriate mesh generator [7,8,9] for new elements to be created.
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Figure 1a. Structural displacements that effect non-structural geometric features –

Original configuration
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Figure 1b. Structural displacements that effect non-structural geometric features –

‘Deformed configuration

For cases \vhere the structura; displacements require that the boundary node locations be

modified, additional methods are emplo)’ed to update these before generating the internal

elements. For example, in Figure I(a), the initial non-displaced structural region is touching

lines A and B of the electrostatic region. \\%en the structure is displaced, as in Figure 1(b), the

node locations on lines A and B must also be updated. This can be done through additional

smoothing or by explicitly setting the new node locations based on parametric interpolation.

The mesh morphing tool has been implemented for both 2D and 3D domains for triangle,

quadrangle, tetrahedron, hexahedron and prism shaped elements. It has proven effective on a

w-ide range of geometry and computed displacements ~~ithin a commercial software

environment. Future enhancements to the tool will include anisotropic and density control

incorporated into the smoothing and remeshirg process.

CO-SIMULATION EXAMPLE

An electro-mechanical hysteric response

simulation tool \vith mesh morphirg. Figure

above a ground plane (bottom of model). The

the beam using quad elements. The largest downward deflection occurs at the symmetry plane.

of a MEMS switch is used to illustrate the co-

2 illustrates a 72 s~mmetry FE model of a beam

air region is meshed using triangular elements and

A contact element placed at the beam mid-span is used to maintain a minimum gap. Figure

3 illustrates a close-up view of the mesh at the beam mid-span before excitation. Figure 4 shows



the morphed mesh at the pull-in voltage. Figure 5 shows similar results but using the re-mesh

algorithm. The displacement vs. voltage of the beam tip for the hysteresis simulation is shown in

Figure 6. The results compare favorably to those performed in a previous study [1O].

The co-simulations have been applied to 2-D and 3-D models producing similar results.

Table 1 summarizes the CPU time for one co-simulation loop for the different models. The

number of loops to converge (defined by a 1‘A variation in displacement between loops) at any

given voltage level varies between 2 and 40 (pull-in). When run as

voltages to map out the hysteric behavior, the number of loops at each

Solution times are for an HP Kayak XW PC with a 300 lMHz. processor.

\

Dimn , Shape No. CPWLOO
Elements

2D
P

Quad 321 4.6 sec.
2D Tri 5085 33 sec.
3D Hex 7760 275 sec.

a series of incremental

voltage level decreases.

Table 1: Solution time per co-simulation loop for witch model.
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Figure 6. Hysteresis loop: Displacement VS. vOhage.


